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SUBJECT: UNGA DRAFT RES COMMENDING SEALED DISARMAMENT TREATY

1. SUMMARY: THIS CABLE SUMMARIZES CURRENT STATUS OF CONSULTATIONS TO GAIN SUPPORT FOR US-SOVET DRAFT OF RES COMMENDING SEALED DISARMAMENT TREATY. US AND SOV DELS AGREED LAST WEEK TO CIRCULATE REVISED RES WITH LAST PREAMBULAR PARA AMENDED AS AUTHORIZED BY STATE 173723 TO DELETE REFERENCE TO FREEDOMS OF THE SEAS. TWENTY CCD DELS NOW PREPARED TO SUPPORT REVISED DRAFT. TEN ADDITIONAL DELS OUTSIDE CCD HAVE BEEN CONSULTED. OSV DEL HAS ALSO RECEIVED CONTINGENT AUTHORITY FROM MOSCOW TO CHANGE THIRD PREAMBULAR PARA, AS SUGGESTED BY GARCIA ROBLES. NO NEW CHANGES IN RES ARE NOW UNDER DISCUSSION BETWEEN US AND SOV DELS.

END SUMMARY.

2. ALL OF US AND SOV CCD ALLIES (UK, CANADA, NETHERLANDS, ITALY AND JAPAN, POLAND, HUNGARY, BULGARIA, CZECHOSLOVAKIA, NONGORIA AND ROMANIA) HAVE AGREED TO SUPPORT REVISED RES.
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3. OF NON-ALIGNED CCD DELS, PAKISTAN, ETHIOPIA, ARGENTINA, MOROCCO, NIGERIA, SWEDEN AND UAR (SUBJECT TO CONDITION, SEE BELOW) HAVE AGREED TO CO-Sponsor REVISED DRAFT.

4. SIRRY (UAR) TOLD US DEL OFF (NEIDLE) THAT THOUGH UAR HAD EARLIER AGREED UNCONDITIONALLY TO CO-Sponsor, IT HAD SINCE RECEIVED A PROBLEM. FINAL DRAFT OF TREATY HAD BEEN AMENDED TO STATE THAT ALL INTERESTED PARTIES ARE "ENTITLED" TO PARTICIPATE IN VERIFICATION CONSULTATIONS. THIS REVIVED PROBLEM WHICH UAR HAD RAISED EARLIER AT CCD THAT ISRAEL MIGHT CLAIM RIGHT TO CONSULT WITH UAR ABOUT POSSIBLE TREATY VIOLATION AND THAT UAR MIGHT NOT BE ABLE TO TAKE ITS CASE TO SECURITY COUNCIL UNLESS IT AGREED TO THESE CONSULTATIONS. ACCORDINGLY, UAR DEL WOULD BE WILLING TO CO-Sponsor RES PROVIDED US AND SOV DELS WOULD REPEAT IN COMMITTEE THEIR STATEMENTS MADE IN GENEVA THAT TREATY DID NOT LIMIT RIGHTS OF UN MEMBERS UNDER CHARTER TO TAKE A CASE DIRECTLY TO SECURITY COUNCIL. NEIDLE SAID HE THOUGHT THERE WOULD BE NO DIFFICULTY IN REPEATING WHAT WE HAD ALREADY SAID IN GENEVA.

5. SOUZA E SILVA (BRAZIL) TOOK UP WITH VISITING BRAZILIAN FON MIN QUESTION OF POSSIBLE BRAZILIAN CO-Sponsorship. FON MIN AGREED WITH BRAZILIAN DEL THAT BRAZIL SHOULD, OF COURSE, STICK BY COMMITMENT TO SUPPORT TREATY AND VOTE FOR RES BUT THAT IT WOULD NOT GO STEP FURTHER AND CO-Sponsor RES POSSIBILITY OF MEXICAN CO-Sponsorship REMAINS TO BE CONSIDERED PENDING AGREEMENT WITH US AND SOV DELS. ON STATEMENTS TO COVER MEXICAN SUBSTANTIVE PROBLEMS.

6. INDIAN DEL HAS PROVIDED CONFLICTING SIGNALS. AMB SEN REPORTEDLY TOLD AMB ROSHCHIN (USSR) THAT INDIA AGREED TO TEXT. HOWEVER, JAIN (INDIAN CCD EXPERT) TOLD BOTH ROSHCHIN AND NEIDLE THAT HE PERSONALLY BELIEVED RES OUGHT TO HAVE CLAUSE ON FURTHER DISARMAMENT NEGOTIATIONS IN SEABED AREA. EDELSTAM (SWEDEN) CONFIRMED TO NEIDLE THAT SWEDEN WOULD NOT RAISE ISSUE OF ADDING CLAUSE ON FURTHER NEGOTIATIONS AND AGREED TO NEIDLE'S REQUEST TO SEEK TO DISSUADE JAIN FROM PURSUING THIS IDEA.

7. NO ANSWER YET RECEIVED FROM YUGOSLAVIA OR BURMA.
US Del OFFS HAVE BEGUN CONSULTATIONS WITH FOLLOWING ADDITIONAL NON-CCD DELS, REQUESTING THAT THEY CONSIDER CO-SPONSORSHIP OF DRAFT RES: COLUMBIA, VENEZUELA, COSTA RICA, AUSTRIA, AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND, DENMARK. (WE PLAN AS SOON AS OPPORTUNITY CAN BE ARRANGED TO CONSULT WITH ADDITIONAL DELS, INCLUDING DOMINICAN REPUBLIC, ICELAND, NORWAY AND BELGIUM.) SOVIET DEL HAS APPROACHED FINLAND. AMB IGNATIEFF (CANADA) AT OUR REQUEST, HAS GIVEN COPIES OF RES TO AMERASINGHE (CEYLON) AND PARDO (MALTA) URGING THEIR CO-SPONSORSHIP. IGNATIEFF REPORTS THAT BOTH OF THEM ASKED QUESTIONS ABOUT ORIGINS OF VARIOUS CLAUSES IN DRAFT, BUT DID NOT STATE ANY OBJECTIONS. IGNATIEFF, BASED ON HIS FIRST IMPRESSIONS, THINKS PROSPECTS ARE FAIR THAT HE WILL RECEIVE AFFIRMATIVE ANSWERS. YOST